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SHAmAnWISDOm
CARDS
Introduction

T

he Shaman Wisdom Cards are tools for
your journey towards being in touch
with the Inner Spirit, the One within. They
are based on North American Indian tradition, wisdom,and religion. Use the cards
with great respect, and they will provide
you with valuable assistance in your daily
walk in both worlds: spiritual and physical.
Native American Shaman use plants,
animals, minerals, and other objects as
allies, helpers, and guardians in their work.
You will find that these cards act as guides,
showing you the way to your own inner
truth and leading you on your sacred path
to inner knowledge and personal wisdom.
They will be your reminders of Mother
Earth and Father Sky, of the balance we
must achieve and maintain in order to
heal, of the love we must have and share in
our life and work. They are symbols of life
and the worlds around and within us. Use
them to develop your own medicine, your
own power. Let them help you make deci3

sions. Allow them to guide you in the best
direction. Permit them to council you in
your choices. Listen to what they tell you
and remember what they teach you.
The term “All My Relations” is used by
the Native Americans to tell of the interconnected belief that they hold of nature.
Everything and everyone is related as
brother, sister, father, mother. These cards
are more than representations of your relations; they are your relations. Thank the
cards for the messages they give you; use
the cards with respect; cherish the cards.
Become the cards. It’s your dance.

ASPECTS

T

he Native Americans believe that all in
nature is connected and interconnected. This relationship with all that is gives
significance and symbolism to everything.
Every action is deliberate, every deed a
conscious act. Everything has intention
and purpose.
While other cards appear normal or
inverted, showing only two aspects, the
Shaman Wisdom Cards have many aspects
that must be considered when interpreting
and understanding their essence, meanings, and messages. Because everything is
4

related, these cards connect to one another and to you. We are all brothers and sisters in this life.
The Moon Tribes, the Animal Sisters, the
Plant Clans, the Tree Brothers, the Sacred
Stone Societies, and the Seven Great
Directions all have elemental aspects that
should be considered when interpreting
arrays:
EARTH: (Rock) Stable, secure, home, confining, physical, attainment, achievement,
abundance, and dependability.
AIR: (Green) Gentle, mild, clear, knowledge, mind, uplifting, exhilarating, freedom, and expansion.
FIRE: Assertive, forceful, primal, illumination, change, spirit, purification, and
power.
WATER: Smooth, uniform, rebirth, emotions, healing, protection, and flowing.
Animals, Plants, Trees, and Stones all have
directional assignments that can be included in your interpretation of an array or
spread.If two or more cards have the same
direction consider their significance:
EAST for beginnings, new starts, perception, clarity, higher self, communication,
or creativity.
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SOUTH for protection, security, nurturing,
trust, relationships, love, or confidence.
WEST for endings, emotions, transformation, inner self knowledge, visions, or
sacred dreams.
NORTH for connections, duties, responsibility, truth, change, health, insight, or
wisdom.

ARRAYS

C

hoose the spread or array that is appropriate for a particular situation. For an
easy question, choose fewer cards; single
questions can be answered with just one or
two cards. Because difficult matters often
require greater input, to add further detail,
choose more cards. If circumstances are
aggressive, confrontational, combative, or
hostile, choose the War Path array to help
form a battle plan from an honest heart.
Be sure to select your array carefully,
considering just what it is that you are asking for assistance.
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METHODSOFCARDSELECTION

G

ently shuffle the cards by carefully cutting them as you would cut playing
cards. Seven is a good number of times to
cut the cards to ensure that they are properly mixed. This transfers your energy into
the cards; you become the cards and they
become you.
Choose a method of selection that is
comfortable for you. Here are some suggestions to consider:
1.

Take the cards from the top of the deck,
one by one, and place them in the array.

2. Spread the cards out in a fan in front of
you and select cards that attract your
attention.
3. Go through the deck, one by one, looking at the pictures and select the ones
that you find interesting. This is a good
method for someone who has never
used the Shaman Wisdom Cards.
4. Spread the cards out in front of you,
close your eyes, and move your hand
slowly over the cards about one inch
above the cards. Stop at the card that
you “feel” is right. The right card may
feel warm, or there may be a slight
tingle, etc.
7

If a card falls out or otherwise indicates
itself to you while you are shuffling the
cards, read the message on this card; it is
important. After all, the card chose you.

Card of the Day – 1 Card
This is done first thing in the morning to
give direction and guidance for the day.
Shuffle the cards and select one as your
guide or guardian in a particular situation.

Poles – 2 Cards
Poles are opposite ends of a given situation. This can be a relationship, business
situation, a personal matter, or any circumstance requiring you to look at contrasting points of view. Place the first card
drawn in front of you and the second card
above the first. The second card is the
contrasting card. Always consider both
sides, both points of view.

Taking the Sacred Path – 3 Cards
This versatile spread or array may be used
to determine outcomes of situations
involving two concerns and a third solution. This can be used for relationships:
personal, family, community, or business.
Select the first card and place it directly in
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front of you, the second card above the
first, and the third card above the second.
They can be read as beginning, middle,
and end; as starting, continuing, and finishing; or as question, insight, and answer.

War Path – 3 Cards
The War Path is used for a confrontational,
combative, aggressive, or assertive situation when solutions are required. You are
the first card selected, the second card is
the opponent, adversary, or opposite of a
given situation. The solution to the question is the third card drawn and that is
placed in the middle position. Read the
cards and use their messages to reach a
final solution to the question. Always
approach this array with an honest heart
for the proper resolution.

Following Your Path – 7 Cards
Each card in this array represents a day
of the week starting with whatever day you
choose and continuing for one week. Place
the cards in order as you select them, from
left to right. Each card will provide insight,
information, or direction for the particular
day the card appears. The knowledge you
gain from the cards will provide guidance
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for planning your work week, your personal life, or your spiritual growth.

Storyteller Array – 8 Cards
This array indicates what is in store regarding career, romance, family, or the future.
The array is read like a story, with the focus
card being the first card drawn. Place all
eight cards in a wheel and read around the
wheel going back to the focus card, which
is read again as you finish. This array provides insights and directions for an eight
week period. This can also be done with
twelve cards to address the coming year.

10

shamanwisdomcards
1 – Crow Moon
March 21 to April 19
Aries – Pots – Child

I am Crow Moon, I am discernment. I take
various shapes and forms. I am power in
your ego, and in your center. You are under
my light and I see what is really going on.
Be sure to keep your ego in check and operate from a strong center. Remain grounded
and secure in your own self-reliance. Keep
earth wisdom and healing at the forefront
of activity. Crow is a spirit messenger. Listen
to your intuition and look for subtleties.

2 – Grass Moon
April 20 to May 20
Taurus – Pots – Child

I am Grass Moon. I am the soft light of
spring falling on the tall prairie grass. I am
resources powerfully at hand. I am value.
The Great Buffalo is illuminated in my subtle light as it falls on the tall prairie grass,
gently wafting in the night breeze. The
grass gracefully bends to the wind and the
step of those who tread upon it, but provides food, shelter, and beauty, sustenance
for life. Rely on the resources at hand, and
your strengths to gather in abundant
supply. Your way is being lightened for
11

increased possessions and financial prosperity. Don’t look too far away, or too high,
you may miss what is “underfoot,” already
present. Get “down to earth.” You may
want to roll in the grass on a moonlit night.

3 – Cornplanting Moon
May 21 to June 20
Gemini – Pots – Child

I am Cornplanting Moon. I am a place of
beginnings. I am the germination of ideas.
The Corn-Maiden comes as the symbol of
food and sustenance for “The People.”
Honor Her. I am germination. Under my
light you are called to begin anew, to
sharpen your communication skills, to get
along better with all your relations, including siblings. Energy increases during this
time; let your ideas germinate and grow, let
yourself smile at the progress.

4 – Rose Moon
June 21 to July 22
Cancer – Shields – Adolescent

I am Rose Moon. I am beauty unfolding. I
am the sweet fragrance of life. To enjoy me,
you must deal with my thorns; beware,
they hurt. Under Rose moonlight your
qualities of mothering, nurturing, and giv-
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ing beauty are emphasized. Now is a good
time to look at your home environment,
examine the thorns and the blossoms. What
can you do to improve your space, mentally
and physically? You may need to mother
your own inner child at this time, tap into
your inner strength, your ancient crone, the
old aged one in yourself to take care of the
teenager who is craving attention.

5 – Heat Moon
July 23 to August 22
Leo – Shields – Adolescent

I am Heat Moon. I am the fire of creativity.
I am the warm Moon of Summer–of doing,
of activity. I spark all kinds of new ideas. I
am art and beauty. In my intense light you
will find yourself honoring your creativity.
Take time right now to express yourself
through art or craft. Paint a painting, knit
a shawl, create a prayer stick. Fill your creation with the power and strength of your
intentions. Let the sparks flow. Make it
count. Your children, be they human sons
or daughters or the reflection of your creativity, artwork or career, need your attention at this time. Give it happily and freely.
Find new ways to bring a little romance
into your life. You’ll enjoy it.
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6 – Thunder Moon
August 23 to September 22
Virgo – Shields – Adolescent

I am Thunder Moon. I am plenty. I am a
time of gathering. I am the power of honoring, storehouses filled and overflowing. I
am abundance. My gentle light in the time
of Indian Summer signifies plenty for you
and The People. Now is a time of loving, of
healing. Service to others is emphasized at
this time—perhaps finding new ways to
heal the planet or your own community.
Of course you won’t be of help to others
unless you are healthy, so take care of yourself too! Let the moon of Indian Summer
gently sit upon your shoulder. I am plenty.
I am the Harvest Moon in the fall.

7 – Hunting Moon
September 23 to October 23
Libra – Baskets – Adult

I am Hunting Moon. I am the preparation
for the coming winter. I am here to remind
you to prepare your house and put it in
order. You must be mindful of relationships, be they partnerships, contracts,
unions, or marriages. Things are not what
they appear to be. There are times in relationships that it is best not to say anything, but to hear what is being said.
14

Listen closely. Now is the time to consider
your artistic side and create something of
beauty and give it away. I provide strength
for your hunt, your quest.

8 – Falling Leaf Moon
October 24 to November 21
Scorpio – Baskets – Adult

I am the Moon of Falling Leaves. It is a
time of apparent death and transformation.
For without letting go of the old, you cannot take on the new. My wisdom leads you
to ultimate understanding of nature and
the universe. That which has been a smoky
mystery to you will become clear. Learn
what I have to teach and pass it on to future
generations. Your passionate nature will be
amplified at this time and deep relationships will follow. Be flexible and go with
your intuitions, trust your feelings. I am the
present, the past, and the future.

9 – Beaver Moon
November 22 to December 21
Sagittarius – Baskets – Adult

I am Beaver Moon. This is the Moon of
relationships with the same gender.
Friendships can become close without
being competitive or jealous. As you
undertake your journey, I provide the
15

stamina for long-distance travel. Unlimited
possibilities will lead to growth in new
areas of interest such as education, philosophy, and spirituality. My nurturing will
protect you from outside influences to
allow you to achieve your full potential. I
am the teacher.

10 – Long Night Moon
December 22 to January 19
Capricorn – Rosettes – Elders

I am the Moon of the Long Night. I am
the first Moon of Winter. Use your constructive abilities during my long nights,
and build on what you have started in the
material plane. Concentrate on your career
and your personal achievements, and you
will master them and receive the appropriate recognition and honors for your work.
Your leadership skills will be amplified;
however, your work in the world and with
public affairs needs to be balanced with
spiritual matters. Remove any restrictions
and get on with life. I am achievement.

11 – Snow Moon
January 20 to February 18
Aquarius – Rosettes – Elders

I am Snow Moon. It is the time to renew
old friendships, make new friends, and be
16

involved in group activities. I am here to
inspire you to new innovations and inventions. Fly above it all and actualize your
dreams and visions. Set new goals and follow them through until you have achieved
your ideals. For inspiration tap into the
resources within–your mental and spiritual
energies. Be versatile, flexible and creative,
follow your intuitions, and take care of
business. I am the cold moon of winter.

12 – Hunger Moon
February 19 to March 20
Pisces – Rosettes – Elder

I am Coyote Moon. I am the end of the
cycle of Winter. Now is the time for transformation from the quiet sleepy time of
cold to the awakening of spring. The hard
winter has ravaged much. It is time to
remove restrictions and to go beyond your
normal abilities and develop your metaphysical skills. Look to past knowledge,
events and lives for new understandings,
ultimate realities, and wisdom. Be poetic
but do not forget to laugh at the world and
yourself.
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TheTwelveAnimAlSisteRs:
youRmentAlnAtuRe

T

he importance of animals and birds to
Native Americans cannot be overstated.
An important food source for the people,
they are spiritual helpers as well. In this
sacred position, they are considered relations of the First People. When animals are
used for food, prayers and offerings of
thanks are always made prior to the hunt.
The Shaman and Medicine Man or Woman
are called upon to bless the hunt and give
gratitude for the “give-away,” as well as to
perform special hunting rituals for the
hunting party. When the animal is taken,
first, an apology and thanks are given to
tell the animal spirit that nothing will be
wasted and that the spirit of the animal
will continue on with the spirit of The
People. In this way the animal is allowed
the dignity of “giving-away” so that The
People may live. Nothing but what is needed is ever taken. The sacred nature of this
utilization put Native Americans in very
close relationship with their natural world,
their universe, the Earth mother.
Animals as totems play a very significant
part in Native American religion. During
vision quests and other rites of passage, an
18

animal or animals may become manifest to
provide protection, strength, wisdom, and
lessons during the lifetime of alliance with
a human brother or sister. In this union is
great power. This animal spirit requires
attention, care, and feeding. Native
Americans continue this practice even
today during periodic ceremonies. Shaman
frequently dance with their animal (totem
animal and/or power animal) to maintain
the special relationship that they have
with one another.
While individuals have totem animals to
assist them throughout life, Shaman usually have their own totem animal as well as
working relationships with other animal
spirits to help them perform specific tasks
and Shamanic work. A totem animal may
be different from a power animal, or they
may be the same.
When an animal’s characteristics are
mentioned, consider those characteristics
for yourself. If a highly developed sense of
hearing is a common trait, consider meanings other than the actual; consider the
spiritual meanings, the essence, and the
implications as well. If an animal is aggressive, consider adopting that quality to deal
with a particular situation. If an animal is
nurturing, like a she-bear, that is an attrib19

ute that might need development within
yourself. Also consider the gender of a particular animal and examine yourself to see
if there is the balance of the masculine and
feminine, necessary to maintain balance
and harmony. Consider the obvious and
the subtle.
We, the two-leggeds, have characteristics, traits, and connections to all of our
animal relations: the four-leggeds that walk
the earth; the winged-ones who guard the
sky. The four-leggeds are grounded, teaching practicality and earth wisdom, the
winged-ones are spiritual messengers, guiding us to our own intuition and inspiration.
Listen to their message, be attentive to their
instruction, allow yourself to be open to
their guidance. Dance the dance.

13 – Eagle
Eagle – East – Masculine – Air

I am Eagle. I am power. If I have flown
into your array today, I am here to help
you see the big picture…and the minute
details! I am your third eye vision. I give
you courage and focus. Let me share with
you my abilities to help you achieve your
highest aspirations. Nothing stops me.
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As I climb close to the Sun and Great
Spirit, I see all below me with wide perspective and acute clarity. I see the whole and
the detail—my third eye insight gives me
inner vision, spiritual power. My innate
dance of connection to Spirit helps me conquer fear with courage and daring, it energizes and focuses me. I now understand
more acutely, convergent and divergent
thinking…I see the whole picture while
bringing one idea into line. I act on it with
courage and daring, reaching successful
conclusions.
I am free, I am freedom. I feel my wide
wing span carry me, hold me. I have abilities to help you accomplish it all.

14 – Buffalo
Buffalo – North – Masculine – Earth

I am Buffalo. I am give-away. I am the
blending of Mother Earth nurturing and
Father Sky wisdom. I am patient, determined, consistent and constant. Step by
step, I can always be depended on. I am
strength of purpose and practicality itself.
My brothers, the "human beings," use
every part of my body, with no waste. I
embody utility, abundance, and limitless
provision.
21

I am give-away. If I have plodded into
your cards today, I am here to help you
blend the grounding of Mother Earth and
the animation and vigor of Father Sky. I
may be telling you to look at the movement in your life at this time, to examine
your ambition and energy. Ask yourself,
what drives me? I may also remind you of
the sacrifices it takes to “make it.” Utilize
all of the resources at hand…waste nothing. As I give-away to you today, I hand
over new understanding of your source
and supply given to us by the Great Spirit.
I am dependable.

15 – Elk
Elk – North – Masculine – Fire

I am Elk. I run the distance with stamina
and strength. I feel my powerful legs carry
me steadily away from my enemies and
danger. My ability to survive is based in
pacing myself—using no unnecessary
movement. My fiery jealousy rears its rack
when confronted with competition, but
my love is deep and powerful, emanating
from my pure heart. I prefer the company
of my own gender when not mating. My
loyalty is fierce but gentle.
I am capable of great accomplishment. I
am gratitude. I am majesty and beauty.
22

I run the distance with stamina and
strength. If I have loped into your life
today, I am reminding you to “pace” yourself. Are you taking proper care of your
physical body and your spiritual needs?
You can accomplish much from the
strength of purpose deep in your heart, but
not it you are “unwell” or “burned out.”
My medicine for you is an indication
that you need to re-establish your connection to your own feminine or masculine
nature. Do you need to develop more
power or more gentleness? Perhaps you are
jealous or envious… or you are on the
receiving end of these energy-sapping
emotions. The need here is to go within,
find the piece of the puzzle that provides
answers to the riddle. Once found, release
it, let it go, allowing unconditional love to
flow freely in your experience. I am
majesty and beauty.

16 – Owl
Owl – North – Feminine – Air

I am Owl. I am clarity of intuition and
wisdom. My keen hearing and crystalline
vision gives me insight where others miss
the picture. I am feared for my ability to
“see in the dark.” I discern truth from fiction with my watchful, silent observation
23

of my domain. Wisely sitting on the fence
post, on my brother’s shoulder, or in the
top of my favorite pine, I see and hear all.
I stealthily and silently zero in on my
desires and dreams. Nothing is hidden
from me.
I am clarity of vision and wisdom. As I
silently float onto your shoulder, I am
telling you to keep a watchful eye open at
all times. There are those who wish you
didn’t see beneath the surface of their realities. Protect yourself or others will take
advantage of you. You are naturally discerning and intuitive. Continue to listen
and observe so you won’t miss the subtle
messages contained in my message.
Remember, even in the darkness, you see
what others cannot. Once the view is
unobstructed, aim for the heart, the center—silently go after your desires and
dreams. Along your way, you will
encounter people who are apprehensive
around you because of your psychic abilities and intuition. Stick to your truth.

17 – Crow/Raven
Crow/Raven – South/West – Masculine – Water

I am Crow. I am Raven. While we are two
distinct species, we are similar in medicine.
I am little understood and revered. I am
24

the messenger, the bridge between two
worlds—the dream world and the physical
realm. My psychic knowledge soars above
the earth plane, calling—sometimes jeering—always breaking the silence. I am a
shapeshifter. I bring Spirit messages and
inner knowledge. Even as I dream the
dream, I scavenge the rubbish piles, the
things rejected by my two-legged relatives,
using what they discard as useless.
I am the message and the messenger, the
bridge between two worlds. I screech my
arrival as I jump into your day. It is no
secret when I come. I clearly let you know
exactly where things stand. When I am
present, you know that your future is
changing before your eyes…this is a time
of transformation. You will traverse new
spheres of understanding. Expect the
unexpected. Open your heart to welcome
great plenty. It is insufficient to desire it
alone.
As your connection between two realms,
I support you in balancing every-day reality with spiritual purpose. Get past the “face
value” of things…they are not always what
they seem. I am your wake-up call.
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18 – Coyote
Coyote – West – Feminine – Earth

I am Coyote. I am trickster. Watch out, I
will trick you! I’ll concentrate my digging
in one place to throw you off the track of
my real destination. As soon as you’ve
taken the bait, I’ll go after the real prize! I
am joy, laughter, and humor; lighten up.
My vision sees down long dark tunnels and
my keen sense of smell knows what it’s
after, even in the tall sweet grass of the
plains. I double check all the signals, do
you? I am the teacher and the teaching.
I am dogging you to watch out. Are you
saying, “What a fool I’ve been?” Perhaps
you need to lighten up and laugh at the situation…howl at the moon!
Is your life a little tricky now? Have you
found yourself in a mess? How are you
going to get out? It is time for you to examine all the evidence—see things from a different perspective. Quit blaming others,
fate, and bad luck; take responsibility for
your actions. You stumbled all by yourself,
now laugh and learn the lesson or I will
“dog” you until you do.
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19 – Hawk
Hawk – East – Feminine – Air

I am Hawk. As my wings carry me over the
fields below, I am filled with quiet awe and
love of Earth and Sky. I am a powerful warrior and take conflict in stride. I am
assertive and perceptive, focusing on my
intent. I observe, then act. I keenly identify new opportunities as well as hazards and
challenges. I am powerful in my ability to
maneuver through testy situations.
I am filled with quiet awe and love.
Soaring into your world today, my head
cocked and my wings spread, I rouse you
to see through and above whatever situation you may find yourself in at this time.
From my higher perspective, you can see
hazards and obstacles that block your
progress. Meanings are often camouflaged
in our day-to-day routine. Listen for my
shrill cry, and you will know it is time to
obtain balance and insight. Follow your
heart, your genuine truth.

20 – Cougar
Cougar – North – Feminine – Fire

I am Cougar. I give chase fully expecting
to win my prize. I am powerful and skillful.
I am as at home on rock ledges as in green
forests. I possess great cunning and intu27

ition. I am born a leader; challenging the
status quo as I circle my prey to discern the
best method of attack. I think things out,
and when I hone in, I know what I am
doing. I act with focused intent. I am clear
and methodical. I am balanced strength
and intuition.
Sprinting into your life, I bring courage
and strength. I am here to help you
acknowledge your ability to lead and take
charge in any situation. Leadership
requires great insight. You are accountable
for your actions. Lead with wisdom and
reason. Be sure to think all things out and
focus your intention before you “jump in
with all fours.” I am genuine, I take charge.
I am responsible leadership.

21 – Bear
Bear – South/West – Masculine – Fire

I am Bear. I am curious and reflective.
Rummaging around the forest floor, my
long powerful claws work away at the
newly fallen tree. As my curious tongue
works its way along the coarse bark, I find
sweet-tasting sap, the truth of life in the
tree. I digest the experience fully, enjoying
the “now” of the moment. I am alert but
unmoved by what goes on around me. In
fact, a large portion of my living is spent in
28

the dream lodge of introspection, where
quiet, peaceful relaxation brings rejuvenation. I possess abundant supply for my
time of slumber—the supply exists in me
before the demand occurs. I am very powerful and solidly convincing.
I am healing and intuitive knowing. I
am curious and reflective. By letting me
lumber into your life today, you are accepting the dynamic power of my medicine.
Taste life, sample its diversity. And, when
the hour comes for you to rest, enter the
dream-time complete with all you need to
sustain yourself. You may need to spend
more time in contemplation and meditation. My medicine is a place of perfect balance and harmony. Survey your surroundings, mentally and physically…this will
bring the answers you seek.

22 – Badger
Badger – West – Feminine – Fire

I am Badger. I am assertive. My teeth are
sharp and barred—don’t expect me to back
down! I fight for what I want and I usually
get it. I may be difficult if you cross me, but
my care and custody of that which I
defend is strong and assertive. I clearly
define the lines of conflict and power
struggles. I am quick to express my feel29

ings, especially if I feel threatened or
cornered. My judgments are keen and
swift. I am assertive. If I burst into your
day, you’d better take me seriously. I fight
for my rights and so should you. You may
need to defend the principles you say you
believe in…be prepared to stand up for
what you say you believe. It is time to
“walk your talk.” In addition, you may
need to get your feelings out…cry, blow
your top, bare your teeth…you’ll feel better
once you let go. Now, turn your anger into
passion for the work at hand. Badger digs
to the root. Badger medicine says, digest
the root, get to the bottom of things,
assimilate everything you need to know for
healing.

23 – Deer
Deer – South/East – Feminine – Water

I am Deer. I quietly and gently walk
through my forest wide-eyed with wonder
at the fragrant beauty surrounding me. All
that I perceive imparts awareness of both
great danger and great good. I listen, cocking my ears. I watch, glancing. I am
unseen, disguised as part of my environment, which is my protection. The pain of
others baffles and confounds me, even
makes me sorrowful,but my gentle healing
touch is all that is necessary. Beauty is sub30

jective and my knowing of it is my freedom and joy. I grow in leaps and bounds.
I quietly tread upon your path, I remind
you to be dear to yourself. Treat yourself
delicately, especially in times of stress.
When you are gentle with yourself, others
do not become fearful. Deer medicine
teaches you the necessity of staying out of
other people’s business…do not meddle.
By trying to help, you can make matters
worse. Encircle those who are wounded
with your kindness, but stay out of their
drama. Your softness can melt hearts of
stone. I am warmth, I am beauty, I am gentleness itself.

24 – Wolf
Wolf – North/East – Masculine – Water

I am Wolf. I lead the way. I am the knower
and teacher of much wisdom. I hold a key
to the heart. I am loyalty and love, though
many perceive only my aggressive nature.
I, the Wolf, mate for life—you can count
my staying power in this tumultuous
world. I am a fierce and loving protector.
My senses are keen and my intellect calculating. I possess instincts beyond the ordinary and I am able to search out that
which I pursue. I seek and I find. I am alert
to the inner wisdom of all my relations.
31

I am your pathfinder. I lead the way. I
have slipped into your affairs to become
your tutor…to help you survive. If you will
listen with the highly developed senses of
Wolf, you will be 100 times more sensitive
than those around you. Everything around
you, the plants, trees, rocks, wind, and
weather…are all your teachers, heed them.
Remember to be teachable. My companionship symbolizes the loyalty that is
Wolf…I am setting the stage for long-term
relationships in your life, either in your
career or your home.

TheTwelvePlantClans:
YourIntellectual
Nature

T

ogether with Totem animals and allies,
plants provide the very fiber of life, not
only as food, but as cordage, bindings, and
cloth. Plants also provide medicines,
herbs, and spices for daily living. Plants
play an important role in Shamanic work
and are helpers in the healing process. Not
only are plants of help in a medicinal
sense, they offer great assistance in a spiritual way. It is the spirit of the plant that
assists or helps the Shaman in performing
the healing work.
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The Plant Clans are reminders of our
birth, death, and rebirth, the cycles of life.
In the spring, sprouts gently come from
deep within the earth up toward the light,
the sky, germinating, growing, increasing,
flourishing. With summer comes continued growth, followed by flowering, blossoming and the fragrant bouquet of the
season. Fall is the harvest, the time of plenty, with the storehouses “full.” In addition
to the fruit of the harvest, the seeds within
offer food aplenty for those creatures who
are seed eaters. The fruit and seed from Fall
ensure a new crop the following spring.
Winter brings death; not a permanent condition, but a deep, renewing sleep, giving
the seeds time to gather needed energy for
the coming time of growth. In the dark
cool recesses of the Earth Mother’s womb,
the seeds stir, until the rebirth of spring.
Everything lives the Circle of Life.

25 – Calamus
Feminine – South – Moon – Water

I am Calamus. I am the clear voice that
speaks the truth. I am the clear vision that
sees reality. Use my powers to clear the
issue, to discern the truth. I also relieve
thirst and alleviate hunger. I offer protection by strengthening and healing within.
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I am strong and powerful. Good fortune is
indicated when I am on your path.
Abundance is in the truth; use me to see
that truth, use me to speak that truth. Seek
the Root of the Matter, which will help you
to understand the foundation of the issue.
I am one of the most powerful and useful
plants. Use me with caution. Use me with
respect and I will let you see the unknown.

26 – Goldenseal
Masculine – South – Sun – Fire

I am Goldenseal. I am power root. I am one
of the most versatile of plants. My roots are
used for digestive problems, ulcers,
cankers, or any open wound. I help get rid
of what upsets you. My medicine for you is
to help you heal that which is causing the
internal pain. What or who is getting
under your skin? Open your eyes and get
to the root of the problem. Your ability to
communicate will bring you the abundance and prosperity you are seeking.

27 – Sage
Masculine – South – Jupiter – Air

I am Sage. I am Sacred. I am here to clear
the air, to remove negativity and to offer
you protection. Watch your health and reestablish your connection with the earth.
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Meditation is the timeless wisdom of the
Sage. If you are out of balance or under
stress, utilize my healing properties.
Communication skills are important,
whether you are giving or receiving. I am
the sacred smoke. I am smudge.

28 – Sweetgrass
Feminine – North – Sun – Air

I am Sweetgrass. I travel to the Great Spirit,
Father Sky. I call in all that is Good. I am
your guardian. Use me to expand your abilities to communicate your intentions to
others. My sweet smoke elevates you from
the physical to the spiritual, from the profane to the sacred, from the ordinary to the
exceptional. My pleasant aroma relieves
stress and reduces anxiety. I am aromas, I
am dreams.

29 – Mint
Masculine – East – Mercury – Air

I am Mint. I am your breath of fresh air.
My fragrance stimulates and intensifies
your sensual nature. My powerful bouquet
purifies thought and soothes the nerves.
Your energies are enhanced and your creative strengths increased by the correct use
of my properties. I will protect your path
and your resources. I am purification to
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your entire being. I am your energy. I am
your strength.

30 – Bearberry
Feminine – South – Sun – Water

I am Bearberry. I am the smoke of communication. Carefully mix your metaphysical and spiritual qualities. The relief that
you feel through the blending of your
ideas, is like the kinnikinnick (smoking
mixture) the Indians use in their pipe ceremonies. This is the time for the releases of
stored up anger, rage, pain and stress. Do
not focus too much on the self, enjoy
friendly gatherings.

31 – Tobacco
Masculine – East – Mars – Earth

I am Tobacco. I am the Sacred Offering.
I am a release of all your negative elements
and energies. I am purification. My smoke
will provide you with clarity of thought
and purpose. I am the sacred center of
Native American spiritual knowledge. Do
not be too selfish with what you are doing,
remember to give away; giving away is
receiving. I offer you help through purification. I am the Sacred Smoke of the Pipe
Ceremony.
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32 – Corn
Feminine – North – Venus – Earth

I am Corn. I am the Blessed Blue Corn
offering. I am the structure of your life.
Combined with Beans and Squash, we are
the life force. I will protect you through the
winter of hard times. Success is yours
through your hard work which prepares
you for every opportunity and possibility.
In these changing times, I am an essential
requirement of life that sustains you. I am
abundance and energy.

33 – Beans
Masculine – South – Mercury – Air

I am Beans. I am Vitality of your life.
Together with Squash and Corn, we are the
life force. I always return more than I take.
I feed the Earth. Love is in the air. This is a
time for new or renewed relationships.
Developing harmony leads to security
which allows for advancement. Reconcile
any old issues and concerns. I am versatile.

34 – Squash
Feminine – West – Earth – Water

I am Squash. I am Gourd. I grow well
unattended. Let things be. Do not try to
control situations or events. My vines
spread out to encompass all. I help you cre37

ate your abundance through my diversity.
I am the Sustenance of your life. Combined
with Beans and Corn, we are the life force.

35 – Rose
Feminine – East – Venus – Fire

I am Rose. I am beauty. If life seems too
fast, slow down and smell my beauty.
Take some time for yourself. Feed your spirit. A short journey into nature can calm,
center, and revitalize you. Look to the
beauty in all that surrounds you, in all
your relations. To enjoy my beauty, you
must deal with my thorns; but beware,
they are sharp. I am joy. I am sorrow. Open
up and let go of your emotions.

36 – Nettle
Masculine – West – Mars – Fire

I am Nettle. I am purification. If properly
handled, I offer strength and healing. I
take the sting out of the problems of the
heart. I am the tonic that keeps the flow of
emotions in check. Protect yourself with
the fire of the Nettle. Injury may result
from problems or issues that are not properly handled.
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TheTwelveTreeBrothers:
YourPhysicalNature

T

rees are one of the most significant and
important items to the Indians. They
are also important in the Shaman Wisdom
Card array or spreads. They provide food,
clothing, and shelter, and rank with buffalo in an overall ability to provide. Trees are
also significant religious objects either as
whole trees or as magic-religious objects,
made from wood. Trees that did not “die”
in the winter were considered especially
sacred; these are the evergreens or conifers.
Although forest fire is viewed as bad, much
good comes from destroying the old, cleaning out the weak, clearing the growth. Fire
nurtures by improving the soil and allowing for fresh new growth to occur. The nuts
and seeds from trees provide nutrition for
the present, as well as potential for the
future. Consider that with the tree you are
always protected and you always have
refuge along your path.

37 – Cedar
Masculine – North – Sun – Fire

I am Cedar. I am the Sacred Tree of the
mountains and deserts. Burn my bark,
needles, and wood, and offer my healing
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and purifying smoke, which cleanses and
removes negativity. Protection is found
within my shadow. I am abundance and
prosperity on a material plane as money
and wealth, and on a spiritual plane as
enlightenment. Use my wood to make
practical items, as well as spiritual objects
such as masks, which help you focus on
the spirit and not on the person. I am
guardian. I am longevity.

38 – Pine
Masculine – North – Mars – Air

I am Pine. I am the evergreen of winter.
I am the oldest living thing on this earth.
I am longevity. I am a provider of seeds and
nuts for nourishment. I am fertility, I am
abundance. Tap the earth-energy that runs
through me. By burning my needles I
remove negativity, smooth out emotions,
strengthen intuition, heal, and protect.
Become socially aware of all around you.
Express your masculine sexuality, be bold,
go on a vision quest. Demand perfection,
do not be content until it is right. I am
ancient. I am evergreen.
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39 – Birch
Feminine – East – Venus – Water

I am Birch. I am growth in understanding
the inner self, others, the world, and all
our relations. Allow me to provide awareness that removes restrictions and permits
you to proceed. My healing and purifying
properties clean out and provide for new
beginning, fresh starts. My bark is used to
make practical items and is burned in the
sweat lodge to cleanse the body and the
spirit. I am protection.

40 – Spruce
Masculine – North – Mercury – Earth

I am Spruce. I am the evergreen of wintertime. I am alive when there is no other life.
My square needles honor the four seasons.
My inner bark provides food, my roots provide medicines and cordage. I am in your
cards to determine why you have restrictions, constraints, or limitations, and to
help you remove them. Release control, let
go of the pressure, relinquish the confines
and move on, in the spirit of evergreen
that sets you free.
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41 – Oak
Masculine – North – Sun – Fire

I am the mighty Oak. I am strength. I am
longevity. My powerful presence increases
confidence and magnifies opportunities.
You are in the right place at the right time.
Within my shadow you will feel secure and
protected. My vitality and productivity are
yours. The magic within the acorn nourishes relationships. Through my ancient
energies and powers you are healed and
enriched. I am the Courageous Warrior of
the Boreal Forests.

42 – Cherry
Feminine – North – Venus – Water

I am the sweet Cherry. My bark is the
medicine that soothes the throat, calms
the nerves, and relieves the stress. My
leaves slowly fell into your life today to let
you know that love and adoration are
blooming and the graceful fragrance of
romance is flowing. My fruit nourishes and
delights, which will carry you through any
situation. I am the tree that puts you in
charge. My healing action cleans, clears,
and rejuvenates. I am the tree of the heart.
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43 – Ash
Masculine – East – Sun – Fire

I am Ash. I am peace of mind through
protection. I am the powerful wood in the
bows of the Warriors, to help you overcome mental barriers and obstructions so
that you may subdue enemies without and
within. Good health and recovery from illness is the power of the Ash. I am the stem
of the Sacred Pipe that offers prayers and
connects you to the Great Mystery. From
the flexibility of my wood learn to bend if
the need arises. I am prosperity.

44 – Basswood
Feminine – West – Saturn – Earth

I am Basswood. I am the False Face mask of
the Iroquois tobacco ceremony. When you
put on the mask, you lose your identity
and become whatever the mask represents.
You are no longer the person, you are the
spirit. The mask also signifies that you
might be escaping reality and hiding from
the truth. Remove that mask and come
face to face with your life. I am the tree
spirit, I am protection.
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45 – Aspen
Masculine – East – Mercury – Air

I am Aspen. I am the nurse tree. It is the
time for nurturing the inner child. It is in
my shade that evergreens grow back after
fires and other natural disasters. Shaded by
my protective foliage, I keep you safe from
the known and the unknown. I am always
there to help and assist you on your pathworking journey. I guard your mental wellbeing and resources. Eloquence and elegance are yours, use them to your advantage by being different. I am loyalty and
harmony. You can depend on me; you can
count on yourself.

46 – Redwood
Feminine – North – Mars – Earth

I am Redwood. I am the majestic
Grandmother Spirit of the forests. Through
my roots you will come to understand that
trivial friendships can become profound
relationships. I am unending. I am lasting
truth that aims you toward the
ultimate wisdom and knowledge you are
seeking. I extend your awareness of the universal experience. Consider the eminence
you are placing on yourself by restricting
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your upward growth. I come of age. You
must also come of age, grow up and face
that which is on your path.

47 – Maple
Masculine – West – Jupiter – Air

I am Maple. My sap flows to provide sweet
syrup. Give to the world what you have to
offer. Let it flow, go with the seasons. I
grow to be very old; look around you for
old souls, old friends, and old loves.
Circulation is how my powers make prosperity part of your path. I am sweetness.

48 – Willow
Feminine – South – Moon – Water

I am Willow. I stand for truth and justice.
My flexibility allows me to adapt to any situation. If you are feeling a little sorry for
yourself today, I am the powerful medicine
you need. Be more receptive of my qualities
and be more bending. I am smoking mixture and incense that captures dreams and
enhances journeys. I am the smooth flow
of emotions. I am love. I am protection.
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TheTenSAcRed
StoneSocieties:
youRPRActicAlnAtuRe

T

he Sacred Stones represent parts of
Mother Earth, the material from which
all is made. Each is a reminder of our place
on the Earth, and how Earth must be treated with respect and reverence.
One of our first encounters with nature
as young children is that of picking up a
pretty rock that captured our attention,
that chose us as its friend. This is something that we can keep as a lifelong treasure, often the first object in our medicine
bundle.
The shape of a stone can indicate characteristics that a particular stone may possess.
Look for deeper meanings in the unusual
shape of a stone. The texture of a stone also
imparts knowledge to its understanding or
comprehension. The color also is important
to the wisdom a stone has to teach.
What you see when you look at individual stones, as well as their collective
appearance, reveals much of nature (the
universe) by generating certain feelings.
Rock people have much to teach; we must
only ask.
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49 – Red Coral
Feminine – First Chakra – Red – Fire

I am Red Coral. I am from the ocean, yet
I am the blood of Mother Earth. I am your
protection against natural emergency and
personal misfortune, and the courage you
need for survival. I have exceptional healing, cleansing, rebuilding, and invigorating
power. At my foundation is passion that can
be excited to rage. I am the stone of the
home, of safety and well-being. You can rely
on my wisdom to assist in your journey.
Remember the ocean from where I come
and protect my home as I protect yours.

50 – Agate
Feminine – Second Chakra – Orange – Air

I am Agate. I am stimulation of all the senses. It is a time to spark interest in all directions, love, relationships, creativity, and
abundance. Open yourself up to community and group work. Recognition for your
accomplishments is assured. Be courageous
and brave; I give you increased strength,
protection, stability, and support for
growth and balance. You must adapt to the
situation and communicate your intentions. I restore sleep and create pleasant
dreams. I am discernment.
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51 – Amber
Masculine – Third Chakra – Yellow – Water

I am Amber. I am the primitive fossil resin
of our ancient tree brothers. I am down to
earth, yet I lift the spirits. Now is the time to
redirect yourself and concentrate on your
personal powers, intellectual abilities,
patience, and calmness. Ancient wisdom
and knowledge are attained through careful
study and using my properties to attract
receptive thought patterns. Look to your
masculine side for protection, strength,
confidence, growth, and development that
leads to balance. I am the healing light of
love.

52 – Obsidian
Masculine – Fourth Chakra – Green/Black – Fire

I am Obsidian. I am teacher stone. I am
here to teach you how to make positive
changes in your life. Create good relationships with others which will expand your
inner growth, and self-fulfillment. It is a
time to use your full potential, go within,
meditate, develop your psychic gifts. Use
me as the divining mirror to uncover
self-deception and hollow excuses. My
power keeps out the unwanted, and protects from misuse, outside interference, and
energy-draining situations. I am prosperity.
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53 – Turquoise
Masculine/Feminine – Fifth Chakra –
Blue – All Elements

I am Turquoise. I am all-encompassing. I
have been transplanted here to relinquish
my powers to my Earth children for their
eternal growth. Inner peace is created
through me, as is awareness and focus. Take
time to energize and express yourself verbally. Get in touch with Mother Nature,
ground yourself, and express your artistic
abilities. Be quiet, listen, you will understand how to free yourself from the everyday
pressures, and soothe emotional tension. I
am all things.

54 – Amethyst
Masculine – Sixth Chakra – Purple – Earth

I am Amethyst. I am the healer stone. I energize stones, crystals, and people by attracting positive forces while repelling and
removing negative energies. I am here to tell
you to take charge of your own thoughts,
follow visions, be who you are, walk your
talk. I am the stone of the higher self, new
spiritual awakenings, the unlimited power
of knowledge through inner journeys and
intuitive perceptions. You need to see
beyond and look for the best, not the most
practical. I am grounding and stabilization
that soothes emotions. I am purification.
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55 – Quartz
Feminine – Seventh Chakra – Clear – Water

I am Quartz. I am your seer stone. Go within my crystalline rainbow and draw down
fire from the heavens to energize and focus
your thoughts. I am the amplifier of
prayers and wishes, and I am here to help
you realize your highest potential. It is a
time of communications to transform your
knowledge and combine it with universal
and spiritual development to balance and
counteract negative thought forms in all
people. I am the reflection of all that is
good. I am crystal.

56 – Silver
Feminine – Causal Chakra – Silver – Air

I am Silver. I am compassionate. I give
hope at times when you feel there is none
in sight. Meditate with me and I will nurture, protect, support, stabilize, and balance your nerves. Motivate yourself, stimulate self-improvement, listen to your
intuitions, and I will support you in all
that you will do. If you are feeling out of
balance, look to your feminine side and be
sensitive to all your relations. I am versatile. I am awakening.
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57 – Jasper
Feminine – Hand Chakra – Brown – Air

I am Jasper. I am the stone of loyalty and
friendship. I offer cleaning, clearing, healing, and protection from negative or dark
forces. I facilitate relaxation, contentment,
serenity and gentle endings through nurturing, warmth, and compassion. I am the
stone of accomplishments, of doing things
with your hands and your head. I enhance
your abilities to organize, and your skills to
make your business and your life grow. Be
appreciative of Mother Earth, home from
which we are born. I am rubbing stone.

58 – Hematite
Masculine – Foot Chakra – Black – Earth

I am Hematite. I am the magnetic stone
that grounds, balances, stabilizes, and
reconnects you to Mother Earth. I am
courage and the protection stone of
Warriors. Your abilities to concentrate are
enhanced by my very presence. I amplify
the positive aspects of your personality,
encouraging optimism and trust. I am the
rock of invention and creativity. I bring
advantage to legal situations. I am powerful and useful. I am survival.
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TheSevenGReAtDiRections:
youRSpiRituAlnAtuRe

T

he directions are always honored by the
North American Indians and Shaman
worldwide. The openings to their lodges,
whether earth lodges, hogans, tepees,
wickiups, or long houses, always faced east.
East is always honored first thing in the
morning, as that is where the sun is born.
Before any ceremony or ritual is performed, an offering of smoke: sage, cedar,
sweetgrass or tobacco is made in the four
cardinal directions, to the earth and to the
sky. An offering is also made to the seventh
direction, the Self.
When a Great Direction Card appears in
your array it is to be read literally as a spiritual direction, course or heading. There
are only seven Direction Cards, so these
cards are very powerful and their messages
significant. If you get a Direction Card in a
cardinal direction point on an array, that
card’s message is magnified and the direction point message should also be read.
The Native American association of elements to directions is different than the
Western assignment. You will notice that
the assignment of elements to directions is
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one quarter different between the two systems. We have chosen the Native American
assignment. Know your directions and you
will know your direction.

THE WHEEL
59 – East
Feminine – Spring – Child – Fire

I am the East. I am the dawn. I am the
morning. It is within me that the sun is
born. I bring illumination and creativity to
your path each day. I am springtime, a time
of new growth and beginnings. The bright
yellow fire of my morning light lifts you
beyond the mundane to a spiritual path of
strength and intellectual growth. Quietly
contemplate the child within and consider
new possibilities. There is an inner need to
share with others and to find things in common. Communication with others and with
yourself should be as clear as my morning
light. You can’t just look, you must truly see.
I am originality. I am clarity, I am the message. I am the fire within.

60 – South
Masculine – Summer – Adolescence – Water

I am the South. I am the summer rain, I
am the protection of daylight. Within you
is knowledge and power. The faith that you
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can accomplish all things must be nourished and protected; you must trust that
which is within. The changes to be
brought about through purification and
healing will lead to renewal and growth.
You are courageous, you are a Warrior with
the power and strength of youth. You pick
up the Green Shield of defense and protection or choose the Red Shield of offense
and aggression, but only with love in your
heart. Walk your talk. I am day, I am Water.

61 – West
Feminine – Fall – Adult – Earth

I am the West. I am sunset. I am dusk. I am
the most powerful time of day, I am the
crack in the universe, I am the space
between worlds. I am the color black; I am
where the sun dies. It is here where things
start and also where things end. It is death,
it is rebirth. Listen to your intuitions, listen
to the woman within us all, feel your emotions. This is the place of sacred dreams, a
place of psychic powers. You journey within yourself seeking inner vision and introspection which can provide great self-healing. Do not be afraid of transformations;
there is security in change. I have come of
age, I am an adult. I am moving, I am
dance, I am movement.
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62 – North
Masculine – Winter – Elder – Air

I am the North. I am the cold air of winter.
I am the night of dreamtime. It is from my
direction that knowledge and strength are
found. I am truth and with this truth is
found stability. My strong winds brings
change...in weather, work, and life. Listen
to the teacher within to receive knowledge.
Use that knowledge properly and you have
wisdom, and with wisdom, power.

63 – Earth
Feminine – Earth

I am the Earth. I am Mother, I am
Grandmother. It is from me that all life
comes forth. I am the Great Turtle. Ground
yourself through me. Learn from me the
protective instinct of care and nurturing,
the formation, the formulation, gestation
and development. Through me you can see
the beauty and gentleness in all that exists.
I am the foundation, the very beginning. It
is within me that the Shaman journeys for
knowledge and wisdom, the timeless flight
of ecstasy. I am the Lower World, I am the
fifth direction. I am ancestor. I am the root.
I am the female, the magnetic, the yin, the
left side.
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64 – Sky
Masculine – Air

I am the Sky. I am Father, I am Grandfather. It is to me that all life comes. I am
the place of power. Look to me for your
power. It is to me, the Upper World, that
the Shaman journeys for enlightenment
and creativity. Look up to the sky for spiritual direction. It is to me that all look for
the future. I am the sixth direction honored. I am the branches of the sacred tree
of life. Lift your spirits to the heavens for
my unlimited energy. I am the masculine
energy, the electric, the yang, the right
side. I am the Great Spirit.

65 – Self
Masculine/Feminine/All

I am the seventh direction. It is from me
that all directions radiate. I am the center.
I must honor myself before I can honor
anything or anyone else. I am the beginning of the path of inner power that travels full circle, returns and ends within. It is
around me that the Middle World occurs,
the here and now, the world in which time
works. I am in the world but I am not of
the world. When I attain balance, then and
only then do I attain harmony. Always
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honor the seventh direction. I am the
trunk of the sacred tree. I am the here, I am
the now. I am the balance of feminine and
masculine, for I am the sacred space within. I am Shaman.
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Conclusion

W

hen you read the Shaman Wisdom
Cards consider relationships and balance. A Moon Card, your emotional
nature, is balanced by a Tree Card, your
physical nature. The mental nature of the
Animal Card is balanced by the practical
nature of the Stone Card. The Plant Card,
your intellectual nature, is balanced by a
Direction Card, your spiritual nature.
Look at the gender of all of the cards
and see where the balance lies. If there are
more masculine cards, this indicates a need
to balance with your feminine side and
vice versa. Only when you attain this balance is there harmony.
Examine the elements of earth, air, fire,
and water in the cards. Is there balance? If
there is too much air, balance with earth
by grounding yourself. If you are too
grounded, you must go within and clear
your thoughts. With too much fire, balance with water by flowing with the tide of
emotion. If there is too much water, balance with fire.
Balance and harmony are the most
important two concepts in your daily walk.
Without balance you cannot follow the
Sacred Path; without harmony, you cannot
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find the Sacred Path.
You have traveled the path to inner
knowledge by choosing to use the Shaman
Wisdom Cards. You now see both worlds
in a different way. You have journeyed to
the sacred space within. You have touched
the earth and it has touched you. You have
embraced all of your relations along the
way. You now know that everything is connected. You have seen the totality of all
that is, and you are at one with creation.
The circle continually goes round. You are
forever changed. You will always see how it
is connected with everything else.
Learn what the cards have to teach. Pay
close attention to the lessons that are being
taught. Follow their direction and you will
understand your own direction. Glean
their messages, subtle and obvious. Benefit
from their knowledge, as it is ancient.
Profit from their sacred information. Turn
this knowledge and information into wisdom, which will enhance your experience.
Use what you gain from the cards to
improve life, yours and those around you.
These cards are give-away. Become your
cards. Love the earth as she has loved you.
It’s your dance. Ho.
The Path continues…
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